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SPIRITS

Local brandy is better than
ever. Will California notice?
By Lou Bustamante
When Dan Farber started distilling brandy
in the early nineties, “American brandy was
such a small, little thing,” he says. His mentor, Hubert Germain-Robin of the eponymous
brandy label, was making excellent domestic,
artisan, aged grape brandy, but it pretty
much stopped there. “No one did it, and there
was very little interest in it on the large
scale,” says the owner of Osocalis Distillery
in Soquel.
But now, Farber says, the landscape for
American brandy has changed. After decades
of championing the potential of California
brandies, Farber and Germain-Robin suddenly find themselves with colleagues. A lot
of them.
Encouraged by the growing popularity of
premium French brandy, especially Cognac,
powerful companies like Gallo are now entering the marketplace with the goal — and the
ability — to change the reputation of California brandy from a mass-produced product to
an artisanal spirit by using higher-quality
fruit and distilling methods that can preserve
the flavors of the grapes.
This has forced smaller brands like Osocalis to reconsider how they fit into the shifting
landscape. Instead of trying, and likely failing, to compete with bigger brands on price,
Farber decided to redouble his commitment
to quality — by making one huge and important move.
He decided to do what no American brandy producer has done before: cultivate a vineyard solely for brandy production.
Frustrated by the growing challenge of
finding high-quality grapes like old-vine
coastal Colombard — a longtime favorite for
brandy production — Farber planted a 30acre vineyard in Corralitos to Folle Blanche,
Montils, Folignan, Baco Blanc, Pinot Noir,
Riesling, Semillon and Viognier. This year,
the new grower-producer harvested and
distilled his own grapes for the first time.
“We can’t beat any of these companies on
volume, or price,” says Farber. “But on quality — if we’re willing to be patient and make
the investments for quality across the board
— that’s really … where we can compete.”

***
The estate harvest represents landmark
moment for Farber, but also for California
brandy as a category. After decades of obscurity, will this revival of quality finally give
California brandy its breakout year?
Until recently, demand for brandy was
faint. (Loosely, the category includes any
spirit distilled from grapes, including eau-devie, but historically most California brandy
has looked to Cognac and Armagnac, which
are usually aged for long periods of time in
oak barrels, as a model.) That’s beginning to
change — according to the Distilled Spirits
Council, brandy sales have grown 42 percent
since 2002 — but the growth is driven almost
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Dan Farber, pictured at right with his still, is the owner of Osocalis, a distillery in
Soquel. He grows Folignan grapes in his vineyard, above.

entirely by Cognac. California brandy producers say that their sales have not been
growing. (There are some exceptions: Wisconsin is one of the largest markets for California brandy, primarily for use in Wisconsin
Old Fashioneds, made with brandy. Korbel
says the state accounts for over 55 percent of
its total brandy sales.)
Gallo, which is the largest wine company
in the world, has become bullish on the potential growth of artisanal California brandy.
The company has organized meetings with
other producers to try to reach some consensus about how to differentiate premium brandy from supermarket brands. In addition to
its own Argonaut line, last year Gallo purchased the Germain-Robin distillery, California’s architect of artisanal brandy.
“The premium American brandy category
is trending,” says Britt West, Gallo’s vice
president of marketing, but emphasizes that
the growth is still “off a small base.” That’s
OK with Gallo: “We’re not in a rush. We have
been planning on releasing Argonaut brandy
for — literally — decades.”
The obvious reference point for California
brandy is Cognac, the French grape-based
spirit produced in the southwestern regions
of Charente and Charente-Maritime. Yes,
they’re both made from grapes and aged in
barrels, but that’s where the similarities end.
Just as Japanese whisky is no longer thought
of as a clone of Scotch, California brandy is
also shaking off the Cognac imposter syndrome.
In Cognac, brandy defines the viticulture
and the winemaking. In California, winemaking defines the brandy.
Here, brandy producers have historically
been associated with wineries, since state
licenses have long included a provision that
allows winemakers to distill brandy and sell

it directly to consumers. That means that
California brandy has relied largely on grapes
used for the most inexpensive California
wines, especially Colombard — a high-yielding workhorse grape grown all over the Central Valley — not on the grapes traditionally
used in Cognac, like Ugni Blanc and Folle
Blanc, which produce thin, excessively acidic
wines.
Historically, California brandy production
has involved distilling these Central Valley
grapes to a high proof in a column still,
which strips much of the grapes’ character,
and finished them with additives like caramel
color, flavorings and sweeteners.
Hubert Germain-Robin understood from
the beginning that California wineries were
not really prepared to make great brandy. A
native of Cognac, he had to relearn everything he knew about brandy production
when he arrived in the U.S. The grapes, microclimates, conditions for aging — the terroir — is different here. Since starting his
eponymous distillery in Mendocino County
in 1982, he has advocated for separating the
idea of making good wine from making good
brandy. And it begins with rethinking the
grapes.
“For me, everything starts with the ingredients first,” says Germain-Robin. “Without
good grapes for distillation, you can make a
good brandy, but not an outstanding brandy.”
He found that grapes from cooler regions,
when picked earlier, produced better brandy.
Too ripe, and the results were too fruity, too
concentrated and lacking in structure and
complexity.
“In Cognac you are looking for the driedfruit character and a lot of spices,” he says,
“but in California you are looking for the
spices in different types of grapes to complement the fruit character.”

W H AT T O T R Y
The Old School
E&J XO ($15, 40%; E&J Distillery,
Modesto): A brandy produced in the
classic California way: column-distilled from Central Valley grapes, in
this case Colombard and Zinfandel.
In a fruit-forward style, it features
caramel and sweet berries, dark
with hints of oak, tons of vanilla
and a little bit of herb. This valuepriced brandy isn’t meant to be
complex, but it captures perfectly
the historical paradigm of California brandy.
Korbel 12 ($45, 40%; Heck Cellars, Bakersfield): A hint that the old dogs are paying attention
to the market and learning new tricks. Korbel’s
column-distilled spirit is made primarily from
Colombard and Chenin Blanc grapes, then aged for
12 years in used, charred American oak barrels. The
age and oak seem designed to appeal to the bourbon
drinker, but interestingly, the spirit emerges from
its slumber more like a light aged rum. When mixed
into a sour, floral vanilla, pineapple and coconut
characteristics develop. Sipped neat, it has a lightness in flavor with touches of oak, apple, cinnamon,
tropical fruit and some sweetness.
New School Trailblazers
Germain-Robin XO ($120, 40%; Germain-Robin, Sanger): The standard for high-quality California brandy for the past 36 years, Germain-Robin’s
XO validates the potential when careful selection of
grapes (here, mostly coastal Pinot Noir), French oak
aging and alembic pot-distillation are accomplished.

Gallo purchased the brand in 2017, but co-founder
Hubert Germain-Robin is continuing to consult on
the production as the Gallo team learns. The cofounder’s impact will last for many years, since
Gallo acquired the entire stock of Germain-Robin
brandies in barrel. The current-release lot has complexity and layers that unfold with dusty minerality,
dried fruit, spices and a memorable sweetness that
ends dry with the impression of honeycomb.
Osocalis Rare ($45, 40%; Osocalis, Soquel):
Distiller Dan Farber doesn’t use additives like caramel color, so the pale straw hue of the Rare might
surprise those who equate darkness with age
(and mistakenly correlate long age with
quality). This blend is built around alembic
pot-distilled coastal Pinot Noir, Semillon
and Colombard at around six years old
with some older stocks for structure. It’s a
lively mix of violets, lemon and sweet
orange zest, and just enough oak to frame
the juicy and exuberant spirit.
Osocalis XO ($125, 40%; Osocalis,
Soquel): Assembled around alembic
pot-distilled Colombard, which distiller Dan Farber feels needs a few decades in barrel to show its true potential, this brandy is accented by alembic
pot-distilled Pinot Noir, Chenin Blanc
and Semillon. It shows earthy qualities, like baking spices, molasses and
honey, but also a vitality of fresh lemon
zest, apple and plum that keeps it dynamic.
Osocalis Heritage ($225, 40%; Osocalis, Soquel): Blended from the old-

est stocks of alembic pot-distilled coastal Colombard and Pinot Noir, this brandy is rich and velvety.
Caramelized honey, cinnamon, raisins, stewed
plums and a slightly bitter nuttiness demands a
longer consideration as you linger with good company after a nice meal.
Charbay No. 89 ($240, 46%;
Charbay, Ukiah): This brandy
was alembic pot-distilled in
January 1989 from 74 percent
Pinot Noir and 26 percent Sauvignon Blanc, then aged in
French Limousin oak barrels
for 24 years. Bottled at barrel
strength, it showcases what is
possible to achieve with a lot
of patience: floral vanilla and
tannic oak flavors bookend
cinnamon, apple skin and a
fresh-apple sweetness that
stays with you long after
the last sip.
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By distilling many test batches of brandy made from different California regions,
Germain-Robin developed an encyclopedic
knowledge of the individual contributions
of each grape variety.
Pinot Noir is his favorite: racy, complex,
with great length, depth and aging potential. Colombard grown in a river-adjacent
valley floor never gets ripe, but can deliver
lots of spice, chamomile and hay, whereas
Colombard grown on the top of a hill gets
plenty ripe and gives the brandy a plum
flavor — and, once it starts to age, honeysuckle. While Semillon doesn’t have a
lot of character unless it’s picked early —
in which case it tastes like spicy green
pepper — it can get interesting after eight
years in barrel, something Germain-Robin
learned the hard way. Its fattiness provides structure that helps integrate other
distillates in a blend.
Ugni Blanc is the main grape used in
Cognac because it’s dependable in the
vineyard and produces a high-quality
brandy — but mostly because it’s highyielding, in a region where volume is the
incentive. Pinot Noir yields half as much
volume as Ugni Blanc, so even if the
French regulations allowed it, no Cognac
producer would risk growing it against a
safe bet.
In California, by contrast, coastal grapes
cost brandy producers five times as much
as in Cognac. This is a disadvantage, of
course, but it has a silver lining. Coastal
California grapes are all expensive: Pinot
Noir isn’t that much more costly than any
other variety. So it makes sense for producers like Germain-Robin and Farber to
experiment with lower-yielding and pricier grapes like Pinot.
“What is an absolute economic hardship,” Farber says, actually “is an artistic
freedom.”
There’s no question that the quality of
California brandy is on the rise. But how
to change the public perception? GermainRobin believes that labeling brandies with
distillation method and terroir will help
distinguish mass-produced brandies from
artisanal products. “I don’t want to be
compared with all the people who aren’t
doing the same methods of production,”
says Germain-Robin. “It’s not fair.” He
sees column- and pot-distilled brandies as
completely different animals, just as expensive coastal grapes differ significantly
from cheap Central Valley fruit.
The term “alembic brandy,” denoting
that the spirit was distilled in an alembic
pot, rather than a column, is already allowed on a label. But producers will have
to come to an agreement about geographic
nomenclature.
“We have to start somewhere, sometime,” Germain-Robin says, “to have recognition for the intrinsic qualities which, in
return, will have an impact for the national and international marketing.”
“Over the past 30 years we’ve done a lot
of experimentation,” says Farber. “It is
things like Pinot Noir, like Viognier, and
the blends of eau-de-vies derived from
them, that produce a unique style of brandy that is of California.”
Lou Bustamante is a Bay Area writer and
author of “The Complete Cocktail Manual.”
Email: food@sfchronicle.com Twitter:
@thevillagedrunk

The Next Generation
Agnesi 1799 ($59, 40%; Great Women Spirits, Sonoma): This brandy from the Great
Women Spirits portfolio of the Family Coppola is named after Maria Gaetana Agnesi,
an 18th century mathematician. While
the brandy will eventually feature
estate fruit, it is currently sourced and
blended with the help of Hubert Germain-Robin, combining both columnand pot-still brandies from Russian
River Valley Dolcetto and Central
Valley Colombard. At five years old, it
blends richness of age — savory mushroom, dark fruit and vanilla — accented with light floral notes.
Argonaut Speculator ($38, 43%;
Argonaut Distilling, Sanger): One of
the few spirits that explicitly lists on the
label the precise formulation of the
blend inside the bottle, breaking down
each component by percentage used,
type of still (always a mix of column and
alembic pot), and the grape variety. Speculator is 75 percent column- and 25 percent potdistilled, most of it aged three years from grapes
including Chardonnay, Colombard and Grenache.
It’s light and fruit-forward with sweetness of candied fruit, pineapple, cherry, lemon and a touch of
vanilla. When mixed into a sour, it becomes buttery
and rich with spiced, dark fruit.
Argonaut Saloon Strength ($40/1 liter, 45.5%;
Argonaut Distilling, Sanger): Designed to appeal
to bartenders (it’s not yet available at retail) and
specifically to be mixed in cocktails, this brandy is

made entirely with a column still, most of it an
unspecified mix of grapes that includes Sultana
(otherwise known as Thompson seedless), Chardonnay and Colombard. It is an interesting mix
of two-year-old (45 percent) and older stocks
ranging from 10 to 19 years old. The spirit
flaunts pineapple, lemon, vanilla and dusty
oak, but when mixed in a cocktail as a simple sour it is wonderfully fruity and almost
sherbet-like, with apple, vanilla and chocolate undertones.
Argonaut Fat Thumb ($50, 43%; Argonaut Distilling, Sanger): This nearly
half-and-half mix of alembic pot mixedgrape brandies and column-still brandies
is mostly aged at least seven years, with 33
percent of the blend two or three years
old. Like Argonaut’s Saloon Strength and
Speculator bottlings, this carries pineapple
and lemon along with coconut, smoke and
apple.
Bertoux ($45, 40%; Bertoux Distillers,
Parlier): Although it’s intended for cocktails, this brandy is not bad on its own, blended
from pot-distilled brandies aged between three and
seven years in French and American oak barrels.
Caramel apple, pear, pineapple and vanilla lead the
palate. Slightly smoky, it shows sweetness from
dark fruits and a heavy richness. In a sour cocktail,
it turns more elegant: fuller-bodied but not heavy,
loaded with bruleed sugar and meringue yet not
sweet. It’s the shy wallflower that blows everyone
away with its dance moves when the music comes
on.

Chauvet VS Chardonnay ($60, 40%; Prohibition Spirits, Sonoma): Pot-distilled from 500
cases of Chardonnay from the highly regarded Durell Vineyard (yes, they uncorked each bottle by
hand), this brandy was then aged for three years in
a freshly drained, charred American oak
barrel that had previously aged Prohibition Spirits’ rye whiskey. The result
is delightfully peculiar. Although it
shows some rye-like grassiness, it’s
much more floral, with flavors of cereal, plums and apples, and a juicy
sweetness.
Pendray’s ($40/375ml, 40%;
Pendray’s Distillery, Templeton): While Viognier grapes are
sometimes a component in California pot-still brandies, this
bottling makes it the focus, with
Viognier from PasoPort Wine
Company. A mere one year of
aging allows the brandy to showcase the full vitality and floral
beauty of the distillate, imparting
a pale straw hue. It blooms like a
bouquet of orchids and violets,
with a hint of vanilla and verdant
herbal flavors that never veer
soapy. There is a lovely, lightnectar sweetness that departs,
leaving a pleasant oaky dryness
on the finish of this unique brandy.
— Lou Bustamante
Photos by Russell Yip /
The Chronicle

